
This comprehensive tome is the result of a great deal of reading and quite some thought. The gamut covers such topics as how colours are seen (does anyone really know?), how colour is measured and specified, how colour vision deficiencies present, how they are acquired and, may be, passed on, etc. A great deal of attention is devoted to the description and practice of testing; this, like other sections, betrays the authors' keen interest in the history of their subject.

The practical approach to colour defects is not often treated, and therefore doubly welcome. However, Canada is not the only country where the red traffic signal is larger than amber and green, and it is a little surprising that authors, to whom the visual angle should mean a great deal, comment on this as little as on the (unquoted) fact that Switzerland has a different shape for each traffic colour.

In spite of some solecisms ('the Stiles x4 and x5 mechanisms, the fundamental colour mechanisms for red and green . . .), the book is to be recommended. Its illustrations are helpful, its presentation good by modern standards, and the spelling of surnames largely correct. ROBERT WEALE


The clear optical media of the eyeball have allowed examination of structures within for more than a century. With the development of lasers it was only a matter of time before the ingenuity of optical engineers and ophthalmologists miniaturised the laser light beam sufficiently to allow its use in ophthalmic work. Meyer Schwickerath, in 1956, used a xenon arc photocoagulator to produce iridectomies in aphakic eyes, while intracocular pressure control with the laser was attempted in 1972 by Lee and Pomerantz. It was not until 1981, however, that the ophthalmological community were informed of the respectability of laser treatment for glaucoma, when at the American Academy meeting corroborative reports of laser trabeculoplasty and argon laser iridectomy were presented. The nationwide interest which then developed was followed by instruction courses in laser treatment for glaucoma. This book reports on one such course that was held in march 1982 at the Illinois Eye and Ear Infirmary. It consists of the papers presented at the meeting together with some editorial comments.

The book is divided into sections, of which the largest are devoted to argon laser iridotomy and laser trabeculectomy. Other chapters cover gonioplasty, photomydriasis, and cyclotherapy. Finally there is a small chapter on the neodymium-YAG laser. All the sections are useful and instructive and contain explanations sufficiently clear to allow the inexperienced reader to perform the laser procedures described. As the book arose out of a teaching course, the writing style is relaxed and chatty and contains many references to personal technique adopted by the authors.

The book was conceived three years ago. During the gestational period the neodymium-YAG laser has proved a more efficient instrument for making holes in the iris than the argon laser as well as having suggested roles in laser trabeculectomy and transscleral photocoagulation of the ciliary body. In addition more information on the long-term efficacy of argon laser trabeculoplasty has appeared. Despite these later developments Laser Therapy in Glaucoma remains a good introduction to laser treatment for glaucoma and will be of use to all ophthalmologists who wish to treat these diseases with the argon laser. ROGER A HITCHINGS


This book represents a major revision and expansion of its precursor, which was edited by the senior author in 1972. Although advances in corneal transplantation since that time have been rather less dramatic than those in, say, vitreous surgery, there has been significant progress in a range of aspects related to keratoplasty, such as immunology, specular microscopy, and intraocular implants, and the book provides a comprehensive review of the whole. This should ensure that its popularity is as great as before. The previous book was widely read both by ophthalmologists in training and by fully fledged ophthalmologists who dabble in corneal grafting.

After an interesting historical chapter there follow several chapters on basic sciences relevant to keratoplasty, which could well be read by anyone with an emerging interest in external eye disease. There are then chapters on eye banking and instrumentation, followed by the main part of the book concerned with indications, techniques, and complications of the various surgical procedures encompassed by 'corneal grafting,' including discussion of particular problems such as grafting in children, aphakia, and chemical burns. These are followed by chapters on refractive keratoplasty, contact lenses, and complications. Although other experts in the field would not be expected to agree with all that is written, the text is readable, misprints are minimal, and there are only a few minor irritations such as the misspelling of Terrien's and the discussion of 'rejection' with autografts. These serve more to highlight the otherwise high quality of the book. The references are plentiful and well chosen; the illustrations are precise, and many of them are in colour. Some are poorly exposed, preventing ready identification of the point in question, but this may be a result of the need to economise on printing costs: at £65 the book represents good value. M G FALCON


This well-produced and extended text is an update of the standard work Visual Optics by H H Emsley. It covers a very wide field, and its intended readership includes those in the optical profession as well as ophthalmologists.

So far as the latter are concerned, the clinical matters dealt with are variable in their completeness. It is useful for the ophthalmologist to have a reference work in which the